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Don't wanna stand up outside your window
But you just never know
The current â€¦ my past â€¦ by me
But you just never know

If my velocity starts to make you sweat
Then just don't let go
And if (the?) heaven ain't got a vacancy
Then we just, then we just, then we just
Then we just get up and go!

Ladies and gentle, the truth is not accepted
The â€¦ is not rejected the prospect of crash

This car is getting away
He's got no men on the whack
He's got the shot out the back
He's gotta stand down

Oh, let's go, go!
I will be rooting for you
Oh, let's go now!
Because we dance down
This planet's all gonna blow
Ain't got no time for this now
Don't fuck around, â€¦

If my velocity starts to make you sweat
Then just don't let go
It's the emergency room and the â€¦
Then we just, then we just, then we just
Get up and go!

(You'll) get lost in the beat
You'll be running the scene
You'll come party with me and never go home!
Get lost in the beat
Running the scene
Just let them party with me, and never go home!

I don't believe in the law,
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Don't believe in the law
And no, you'll never get out, you gotta crawl

I wanna leave them, yeah
I wanna feel you, yeah
Let's ruin everything, blast in through the back door

Let's stop protecting them, and stop this â€¦ mistake
Collect the [lights from the stage]/[lateral mistake]
And I've been down down!
This is your â€¦ right
Please don't go back on us now
â€¦

If my velocity starts to make you sweat
Then just don't let go
It's the emergency room and the way you sleep
Then we just, then we just, then we just
Then we just get up and go!

Oh, get lost in the beat
Running the scene
You'll come party with me and never go home!
Oh, get lost in the beat
Running the scene
Just let them party with me, and never go home!

You keep eternity, give us the radio
Apply the battery, we're taking back control
It makes the energy light up the effigy
No temperature be stopped but now I'll show you
Don't go no no, oh, oh
Get up and go

Oh, get lost in the beat
Running the scene
Kill the party with me and never go home
Get lost in the beat
We're part of the scene
Just leave the party with me, and never go home

Are we still having fun?
Oh, you're holding the gun
Just take the money and run
We'll never go home

I've got nothing to lose
You've got nothing to say
And we'll give it away
We'll never go home



I think I'm gonna go now
I think I'm gonna go now
I think I'm gonna go now!
Gonna go round, gonna go round, gonna go round,
gonna go round
Go round, gonna go round

Go home!
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